
experience creation



“Creation is a balance 
between order and chaos, 

logic and art, 
code and design. 

- sindex -



About

Sindex is a game development studio that develops and publishes video 
games as their own (IP) products and offers its expertise and contagious 
enthusiasm to anyone looking to make their idea come to life. From an 
idea, through concept sketches to market, this is what we do.

With a passion to create and the skills to match, Sindex is a perfect 
mixture of people that found that creating great games can be just as fun 
as playing them. 



From an idea, through concept 

sketches to market, this is what 

we do.

Story creation

Stories can be heard, seen or read. But the best stories are experienced with the users’ 
involvement. Whenever you have a story to tell, games can capture your audience and 
make them a part of it.

Game play 

The core gameplay is at the heart of any game. Building around a fun engaging core is 
the essential part of any successful game. If you create a good gameplay, than you will 
create a good game.

Game development 

Mixing all the ingredients together to create the final product. This is the engineering 
part of the process that we like to think is like playing with Lego’s.



Experiences

Games
The all-powerful 
interactive medium. 
Games can teach, 
show, inspire and of 
course - entertain.

Virtual Reality
Step into a different 
world tailor-made to 
your liking.

Augmented Reality
Not that anything is 
wrong with our 
current reality… but it 
can be improved.



Technology & Art

Unity

We are using Unity 
mostly for 2D & 3D 
games which also need to 
support and be optimized 
for mobile devices. 

Unreal

We are using Unreal for 
3D experiences and 
games for advanced 
real-time photoreal 
visuals and immersive 
experiences.

2D & 3D

We are creating 2D & 3D 
art for the games. The 
first thing that we do is 
making concept images 
which are later 
transferred into digital 
format either as 2D art or 
modeled as a 3D object.



Portfolio



SciGirl: 

The Internship

2D action-adventure platformer game 
about a Science Girl, who started an 
internship in a laboratory where she and 
her professor are working on stabilizing 
a chemical with which you can shrink or 
enlarge objects and living matter.













15 seconds

Multiplayer challenge. Beat opponents 
from all over the world in various 
multiplayer 15 seconds games.







Cavern 

Gems

Match 3 Game based on the Final Frontiers 
board-games Cavern Tavern and Rise to 
nobility.







Quiz Map

Turn-based quiz game consisting of several 
rounds during one game. The purpose of the 
game is for the players to answer questions 
from 10 different categories (previously 
uploaded on server) by placing a pin on an 
offline map. 

The winner is decided based on the distance 
from the correct answer (e.g., placing a pin in 
Germany when the answer is in fact the US 
will result in roughly 5,000km).







ESA Kids 

Games 

Educational games for kids through which 
they are learning about the work that the 
European Space Agency does and their 
missions to outer space. 

Games which will stimulate the curiosity of 
the youngest audiences.



Milky Way match Colour With Paxi Catch The Craft

Solar System Explorer Spacecraft Assemble Space Cleanup

Space Memory Game



Goblen

A puzzle game inspired by the lights of 
skyscrapers, Goblen is the best 
nonogram game on the mobile market. 

We went the extra length to create a 
proper nonogram with over 300 puzzles, 
a multicolor system and unique solutions 
for all puzzles. 

It doesn’t matter if you are an 
experienced puzzler or you just enjoy 
mental gymnastics from time to time – 
Goblen has something for everyone.





Contact

Skopje, Macedonia
Mihaylo Shteryov -

mihaylo.shteryov@sindex.co

+38970543221

Sasha Krstev - 

sasha.krstev@sindex.co

+38970499808

Tokyo, Japan
Todor Panev -

panev@sindex.co

+817028053257

www.sindex.co
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